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This paper concerns the complexi t,' and ambiguity in parsing Korean 
center-embedded sentences and multiple subject constructions. EYen though 
the acceptabilit,' of such sentences is influenced b\' man,' factors . the 
experimental results from the previous studies indicate that degree :2 center 
embedding is general I,' parsable whereas degree 3 center embedding can be 
problem<ltic in Korean. There is some conceptu<ll ground for such dichotomy. 
provided that cent er-embedded sentences and multiple subject constructions 
share some structural properties. The lack of processing difficul t, ' with a 
series of subj ects up to three is partl,' due to the fact that potential 
reanaJ,' sis required for completing appropriate structure is classi fied as a t\·pe 
of s tructure addition. A series of four subject NPs . however. C<ln lead to 
garden path since the problem of indetemlinacl' ma,' arise in temlS of the 
att<lchment site of the predicate. and this is the motivat ion b\' which we can 
draw a line between presence and absence of processing overload from 
multiple subjects. 

1. Introduction 

So called multiple subject construction in Korean or Japanese has raised 

interesting Questions in the field of theoretical syntax. In particular, how to 

license more than one subject-marked NP in a clause and how to detemline 

the subjecthood among them have been the core questions to be answered 

within any syntactic framework assuming standard license theory or 

checking theory . 

• A part of this paper was presented at the 11 th International Circle of Korean 
Linguistics. 1998. I would like to thank the conference participants for their 
comments. I am also grateful to two anon,'mous reviewers of Language l ~esearch. 

Flaws and imperfections in this paper are solei,' mine. 
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A sequence of multiple subject NPs in Korean or Japanese can also pose 

crucial questions from a parsing perspective. Specifically, the question of 

how to structure a selies of subject NPs in a serial parsing model without 

causing processing overload must be answered in the respect that such NPs 

are s tacked before their cOlTesponding predicates appear and yet they hardly 

lead to parsing breakdown, unless the number of the subject NPs is too 

many. 

Besides the issue of constituent structure building. mult iple subject NPs 

can also raise the question of ambiguity resolution in the sense that they 

tum out to be either a multiple subject construction{hereafter l\ [SC) or a 

center-embedded sentence( hereafter CES) and yet garden path hardly results 

in either case. unless too many subject NPs are s tacked. 

This paper addresses the complexity and ambiguity in the [Jrocessing of 

Korean CESs and MSCs by evaluating the previous processing overload 

theories. In particular, we examine the theoretical framework in Gibson{ 1991. 

1998) and Babyonyshev & Gibson(l995). As for the processing overload in 

the Japanese CESs observed in Babyonyshev & Gibson (1995), we claim the 

garden path status of CESs is in fact contingent on valious conditions, and 

Babyonyshev & Gibson's (J995) proposal can hardly account for the Korean 

CESs. As fo r the issue of ambiguity resolution between CES and MSC, we 

propose that a sequence of subject NPs up to three does not create 

particular problems since the reanalysis necessary for the transition between 

CES and MSC can be considered as a subcase of structure addition, which 

is unconscious and costless. Meanwhile, a series of four subject NPs (or 

more) may lead to parsing breakdown since the problem of indetemlinacy 

can ari se in ternlS of the attachment site of the predicate. 

T hi s paper is organized as fo llows. In secti on 2, we consider center

embedding in Korean, which usually results from sentence-initial multiple 

subjects. Then we compare Korean with Eng li sh in temlS of center

embedding. In the next section, we overview Babyonyshev & Gibson' s 

(995) theory and examine whether it can handle the Korean sentences 

beginning with mUltiple subjects. Section 4 concerns how to resolve the 

ambiguity between MSC and CES in real time parsing. In the last section 

we consider what the implications of our claim are. 

2. Center- embedding in English and Korea n 

Although center-embedding is observed 111 head- in itial languages such as 
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English as well as in head-final languages such as Korean. center

embedding in the former is much more restricted and likely to cause 

processing difficulty. Consider the fo llowing. 

(]) Inho-nun l b apeci-kkeyse [cl' l\1ina- ka cikcang-ul olmki - ki-Iul] 

- Top father-Nom(Hon) -Nom job-Ace change-Nomlz-Acc 

wenhasinta-ko] malhayssta 

want-Comp said 

'Inho said that hi s father wants i\ Iina to find another job.' 

(2) #The young man who the nurse who the IX)lice officer suspected had 

met several times threatened the senator. 

(:2') The young mani [Cl' \\'hoi the nursej [Cl' whoj the lX)lice officer 

suspected tj] had met ti several times1 threatened the senator. 

As for the nested structure in (1), center-embedding in fact resu lts from 

observing the canonical word order in thi s language. That is, Korean is an 

SOY language and hence placing the complement clause between the mani x 

subject and its con-esponding verb is not unusual. Korean speakers don't 

seem to have any problem in understanding degree 2 CESs such as (])2 

Meanwhile. Engli sh CESs such as (2) are considered to be too complex to 

parse. Such a contrast between (1) and (2) is partly attributed to the 

existence of syntactic chains in (2): As seen from (2'), there are two 

syntactic chains. (whoi. U and (whoj. tj). between the matrix subj ect and 

the matrix predicate. Since (whoj, tj) is nested inside the other chain. the 

rela tion between whoi and its trace cannot be captured unti l (whojo tj )is 

identified. 

Moreover. the word order observed in (2) is not typical at all in Engli sh. 

which is a strict right-branching language. On the other hand. the word 

order in ( I) is often observed in the Korean sentences with complement 

1 Throughout tlli s paper. matrix subjects will be topic-marked since that is simply 
the natural wa,' to introduce them (unless the sentence is a presentational s tatement). 
See Suh( 1992) and references cited there for the comparison between topic milrking 
and nonlinative marking of the subject. 

2 The acceptabilit\' judgements in this paper are based on the responses from m,
infom1ants , mostil' the graduate students from the English Depilrtment. the Catholic 
University of Koreil. 
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clauses. In thi s respect, center-embedding is rather unmarked In Korean, but 

not in Engli sh. 

In spite of the diffe rence between (1) and (2), one may claim that the 

structure of (1 ) is still complex enough to lead to processing overload 

probably because the initi al subject NP (and the next one) in (1 ) remains 

unstructured throughout the entire parsing sequence and that can be 

burdensome to the parser. provided that unstructured material usually 

strains the memory capacity of the parser . However, the fact that (1) does 

not cause particular processing difficulty suggests that the human pars er 

can deal with a sequence of subject NPs well. Thi s in turn suggests that 

multiple subject NPs be associated with certain grammatical structure 

inmlediately. Below we will pursue such a possibility. 

3. Process ing Overload in Center-embedded Sentences 

Even though CESs in Engli sh have concerned many linguists, there 

haven't been many proposals on how to measure the complexity observed in 

CESs in an appropriate way. Gibson(199l) is one of such few proposals, 

and interestingly he tried to compare English with Japanese with regard to 

center-embedcling in hi s later papers, Babyonyshev & Gibson(] 995) and 

Gibson (1998). Since Korean is syntactically very similar to Japanese, it will 

be meaningful to apply Gibson's theory to the Korean case. Below we 

overview Gibson's framework and evaluate it by considering the Korean 

data. 

3.1. Gibson's Thematic Interpretation Theory 

Gibson(1991l and Babyonyshev & Gibson(] 995) (hereafter B & G) 

proposed the idea of memory limitation K PLUs (=Processing Load Uni ts) . 

According to them, the human parser can parse only those sentences which 

require less than K PLUs at all stages of their parses. In order to measure 

the memory cost for each stage of parse, it is necessary to consider some 

of the grammar- motivated conditions such as the following: -

(3) T he Propelty of T hematic Reception: Associate a short term memory 

cost to the head of each chain which (i) is confirmed in the input; (ii) 

is in a position that can be associated with a thematic role; and (iii) 
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does not yet receive a thematic role. 

The idea of memory limi tation K coupled with condition (3) can be 

interpreted as follows: There should be some fixed number of local 

Theta-Critelion violations such that if the parse of a sentence involves Cl 

(partial) stmcture which has more than thi s number of local Theta 

violat ions, the sentence wi ll lead to parsing breakdown. B & G and 

GibsonO 991). based on the empirical evidence from the Eng li sh data, 

claimed that the limit is 4 :-.:8 (= four local Theta-Clitelion violations). The 

garden path effect observed in (2) . repeated here as (4), can be accounted 

for by assuming such limit of Theta violations. 

(4) #The young ma n who the nurse who the police offi cer suspected had 

met several times threatened the senator. 

Here, at the point of processing 'the police officer' , there are five NPs not 

assigned their Theta roles: [the young man! who/ the nurse! who/ the 

police offi cer]. Since 5 x8 is beyond the limit of PLUs of the human parser. 

the sentence leads to pars ing breakdown. 

B & G also claims that the foll owing cons traint is necessary for dealing 

with the garden path sentences involv ing only four local Theta violations:-

(5) The property of self-embedding inteli erence: Associate a load of X~E 

PLUs for a predicted category XI whose head has not yet appeared 

which is embedded ins ide another predicted structure X~ whose head 

has also not a ppeared, when the extended projection features of XI 

(the inner predicted category) are the same as or are a subset of 

those of X~ (the outer predicted category), and there is no larger 

category containing XI that is part of the extended projection of XI. 

The intuition behind thi s constrai nt is that an incomplete category X 

whi ch is self- embedded ins ide another incomplete category X is associated 

with some processing load. B & G assumes that XSE equals to x8. (5) can 

account for the difference of acceptability between (6) and (7) below. 

(6) #The senator was threatened by the man kl'l who [11 '1 the nurse 

b'l who [1J'1 the police officer suspected]] had met several timesll 
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(7) Who did the nurse [CI'I who [1I'1 the police officer suspected]] meet 

after the man was alTested? 

Notice that at the point of maximal complexity in (6), which is 'the police 

officer', there is a cost of X SI·: PLUs as well as 4 x8 PLUs; that is, IP2 is 

embedded inside another IP (=IP1) and their heads have not yet appeared, 

and hence XSE PLUs is allocated. On the other hand, the maximal cost 

associated with (7), which is observed when 'the police officer' is received, 

is simply 4 x8 PLUs. According to Gibson, the issue of self-embedding 

interference is not relevant here since the matrix 11" does not trigger 

self-embedding cost. given that matrix and embedded clauses are different 

in terms of certain featw-e values . In other words, condition (5) does not 

apply when the two categOli es at issue involve a matrix IP and an 

embedded IP. 

B & G claims that (3) & (5) can also account for the processing overload 

effects observed in the Japanese CESs. Consider the following. 

(8) Tarao- ga [Hanako-ga [Ito- ga nakidasita tal itta tol omotteiru 

- Nom -Nom -Nom started-crying that said that know 

Tarao knows that Hanako said that Ito started crying.' 

(9) #Taroo-ga [Hanako- ga [Ito- ga Akira- o sukida tal sinziteiru to] 

- Nom 

omotteiru 

think 

- Nom - Nom - Ace like that believe that 

T arao thinks that Hanako believes that Ita likes Akira.' 

B & G argues that a sequence of 3 NPs with structural case marking is 

parsable, but not a sequence of 4, due to the condition (3) & (5): TIight 

after the series of case-marked NPs is received, the processing cost is 3 x8 

+ XSE PLUs in (8), whereas it is 4 x8 + X SE PLUs in (9), which is beyond 

the memory Iimi tation3 

B & G's theory becomes somewhat complicated when we consider 

case-marked NPs other than nominative or accusa ti ve NPs. According to 

3 The processing overload effects in (9) are rather surpri sing in the respect that the 
Korean sentences wi th the same degree of structural complexit ~· are not problematic, 
as seen in ( l) . See Hagstrom & Rhee(997) for a possible explanation for the 
difference between Korean and Japanese CESs. We will return to this issue below. 
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(3), a series of 5 case-marked NPs cannot but result in parsing breakdown 

since 5 x8 PLUs is beyond the memory limitation. The following sentence, 

however, implies that (3) is too strong. 

(lO) Taroo-ga Hajime-ni [Akira-ga Hanako- ni Ito-o syookai sita to] itta 

- Nom - Dat -Nom - Dat -Acc introduced that said 

'Taroo said to Haj ime that Akira introduced Ito to Hanako. ' 

Although (10) begins with 5 case-marked NPs. it does not create 

conscious processi ng difficulty. In order to deal with thi s kind of sentences, 

B & G claims that inherently case-assigned NPs. wh ich include dative NPs. 

are not subject to condition (3) . In other words, only the NPs assigned 

structural case should be considered when applying condition (3). 

3.2. Korean Oata: - Arguments against Babyonyshev & Gibson(1995) 

B & G's analysis leads to the generali zation that a sequence of 4 subject/ 

object NPs (or more) in volving degree :2 embedding (or more) cannot but 

cause processing overload. Such a generali zation, however, is easily 

contradicted by the Korean CESs, as seen m the following. 

(I1) Inho-nun (hyeng- i [hoysa-ka pwuto-ka nal kela-ko] 

-Top brother-Nom company-Nom banhTIlptcy-Nom wi ll occur-Comp 

malhayssta - ko] cwucanghayssta 

said -Comp claimed 

'Inho claimed that hi s brother said that hi s company would go 

bankrupt. ' 

(I]) begins with 4 subject NPs but ends up with 3 predicates. We may 

consider thi s as an instance of degree 2 embedding since (at least 

semantica lly) the 3rd and 4th nominative NPs make up a clausal unit along 

with the initial predicate, meaning 'the company wi ll go bankrupt'. 

According to B & G, the maximal processing cost in (] 1) should be 4 x8 + 

XSE PLUs, which is beyond the memory limitation, and hence it is predicted 

to lead to parsing breakdown. Contrary to thi s prediction, (11 ) hardly 

creates conscious processing difficulty. 

B & G also incolTectly predicts that the following Korean CES containing 

a relat ive clause will cause processing overload. 
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(12) Inho-nun [hyeng- i Mina- luI [chinkwutul - i moi-n) kos-ey 

-Top brother-Nom - Acc friends - Nom gathered - Rei place-to 

teyliko kassta-ko] malhayssta 

took went-Comp said 

'Inho said that hi s brother took Mina to the place where hi s fliends 

gathered.' 

Here. the series of 3 subjects and 1 object will be associated with 4 x8 

PLUs. Also XSE PLUs should be assigned due to the degree of embedding. 

Nevertheless, (2) is not problematic at all. 

It does not seem to be palticularly difficult to construct examples such as 

(11) or (12) from Korean. In other words, condition (3) and (5), coupled 

with the idea of memory limitation K PLU, are too strong. We can' t 

exclude the possibili ty that B & C's proposal is effective only in the 

Engli sh- type languages, provided that examples like (11 )/ (12) are standard. 

3.3. How Many Subjects Are Parsable? 

The analysis of Korean CESs thus far suggests that contrary to B & G's 

claim, the appearance of 4 consecutive NPs with structural case marking is 

not particularly problematic to the parser. The natural question arising here 

is whether it is possible to draw a line between parsable and unparsable 

CESs. If it is not possible, then it may be the case that the parsabi lity of 

the Korean CESs results in a continuum. Below we will look over previous 

proposals related to such an issue. 

3.3.1. Rosenbaum & Kim ( 1976) 

Compcuing the Korean self-embedded sentences with the English ones. 

Rosenbaum & Kim(976) tried to di stingui sh parsable self-embedding from 

problematic one for the human pars er. Although at some point they argue 

that degree 2 self-embedding is not processable regardless of the language 

type if all infomlation cues are eliminated, they still show us the contras t 

between Engli sh and Korean; only in the latter degree 2 (or even degree 3) 

CESs are allowed. Consider the following example from Rosenbaum & 

Kim0976L 

(3) ku moksa-ka [hananim-kkeyse [haksayngtul-i [nalssi- ka 

the minister-Nom God-Nom(Hon.) students-Nom weather- Nom 
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kay-ki - luI] palanta - nun kes -uI] kolyehayecwu -si-I 

clear up-Gerund-Acc wish-Comp thing - Ace consider-Hon-Comp 

kes-uI] kitohayssta 

thing- Acc prayed 

The mini ster prayed that God would consider that the s tudents 

wished that the weather cleared up. ' 

Rosenbaum & Kim(1976) reported that their infomlants, s ix non- lingui st 

Korean speakers, unanimously agreed that (] 3) is eas ily unders tood. Such a 

result is directly contras ted to B & G's observation of the Japanese CESs, 

in which degree 2 center-embedding results in parsing breakdown when the 

most deeply embedded verb is transiti ve. However, there seems to be a 

possible explanation for such a contrast: As Rosenbaum & Kim pointed out, 

whether different nominati ve markers are used for the subject NPs can 

influence the acceptability of the sentence. In other words, when an identical 

case marker is chosen for all of the subjects, the result can be quite 

different from wha t we have seen In (1 3). Consider the foll owing. 

(1 4) ku aituJ - i [wuIi hyeng-i [sensayngnim- i o-si- ki - luJ] 

the kids-Nom our brother-Nom teacher-Nom com- Hon-Gerund- Acc 

palanta-nun kes-uJ] alkoissta 

wish-Comp thing- Acc know 

The kids know that my brother wants the teacher to come. ' 

According to Rosenbaum & Kim(]976), degree 2 center-embedding 

sometimes causes conscious difficulty due to case marker repetition: (1 4) 

was judged to be difficult to understand, or even incomprehensible for some 

speakers. Rosenbaum & Kim(] 976) argues that case marker repetition tends 

to obscure the di stinctions among the three subjects in (14) and hence 

creates processing difficulty. Interestingly, the problematic Japanese CESs in 

B & G also contain three subject NPs with an identical subject marker. 

Rosenbaum & Kim (1 976) is probably the first to compare Engli sh and 

Korean self-embedding. T hey showed us that, even though some factors 

such as case marker repeti tion can influence the acceptability of CESs, 

degree 2 center embedding in general is not problematic in parsing Korean. 

This is directly contrasted with the Engli sh case, where degree 2 

center-embedding is considered to be beyond the human parser's 

comprehensi bi Ii ty. 
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3.3 .2. Suh (1994) 

How to build constituent structure in head final languages such as 

Korean in an incremental way was the centra l issue in Suh(1993, 1994), and 

CES was one of the constructions directly relevant to that issue. 

Suh's(1994) proposal was based on the results from the rating task given to 

three groups of high school students. The subjects were asked to read 

through the stimulus set and rate each sentence for readability and 

understandabi li ty. The rating scale was O(=EASY) and l(=DIFFICULT). 

The experimental results s trongly suggested that in Korean, degree 2 

CESs do not create processing difficulty; for most of the degree 2 CESs, 

the scale was around 0.2, which means that about 80% of such sentences 

were judged to be easy to understand. The results also suggested that even 

some degree 3 CESs are not problematic. Thus the observations made in 

Rosenbaum & Kim(1976) were confi1111ed. 

Suh( 994) also poi nted out that using an appropri ate case marker can 

influence the acceptability of the sentence; for instance, topic marking rather 

than nomina tive marking on the matrix subject makes the sentence more 

natural and hence improves its acceptabili ty. 

Another factor affecting the acceptability of the CESs was semantic 

information carried by the NP. T hat is, rich semantic inf01111ation on the 

subject NPs can accelerate constituent s tructure building. The noticeable 

difference of acceptabil ity between the following sentences is relevant to 

that point. 

(I5a) Ji na-nun [Minho-ka [Inswu-ka Swuni- Iul ttay li -nun kes-ul] 

-Top - Nom - Nom -Ace hit- Comp thing-Ace 

mokkyekhayssta-ko] malhayssta 

witnessed-Comp said 

'Jina said that Minho witnessed Inswu's hitting Swuni .' 

(I5b) Jina- nun [sensayngnim-kkeyse [kyengchaJ-i han haksayng- ul 

- Top teacher- Nom(Hon) policeman- Nom a student- Ace 

ttay li - nun kes-uJ] mokkyekhayssta-ko] malhayssta 

hit-Comp thing- Ace witnessed-Comp said 

'Jina said that the teacher witnessed the policeman's hitting a 

s tudent.' 

Although (]5a) and (}5b) are very similar in terms of s tructw"a l 
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complexity, (I 5b) is easier to parse than (] 5a), since the NPs in the fomler 

carry richer semantic infomlation than those in the latter. That is, while the 

sequence of subject NPs in (] 5a) looks like a simple li st of people's names. 

the subjects in (l 5b) provide us with certain semanti c cues so that we can 

recogni ze the relation between the NPs and have some expectation on the 

forthcoming input materi al. 

3 .3.3. Hag strom & Rh ee ( 1997) 

Comparing Korean with Japanese in teJ111S of the comprehensibili ty of 

CESs. Hagstrom & Rhee( 1997) has made an interesti ng proposal. Based on 

the results from a pilot questionnaire s tudy. they claimed that degree 2 

center embedding is not problematic in Korean. Given the experimental 

results from B & C's Japanese CESs, in which degree 2 center embedding 

leads to parsing breakdown when the most deeply embedded verb is 

transiti ve, such a di fference between the two languages had to be accounted 

for. Hagstrom & Rhee( 1997) suggested that the asymmetry between 

transitives and intransitives in Japanese results from the syntactic verb 

movement, i. e. , overt V to I movement, provided that the trace of the verb 

is insufficiently lexica l to supply a theta role to the subject. In contrast, 

Korean doesn't exhi bit the asymmetry between transitives and intransi tives 

due to the lack of overt verb movement. 

Hagstrom & Rhee's0997l experimental results also confimled the 

observation in Rosenbaum & Kim (976) that case marker repeti tion 

increases processing difficulty. As for degree 3 center embedding, they 

reached the conclusion that it mostly causes processing overload. 

3.4 . Summary 

The proposals observed thus far suggest that in parsing Korean, degree 2 

center embedding doesn't create particular problems, while degree 3 center 

embedding can cause processing overload effects. We have seen that there 

are various factors which can have influence on the comprehensibility of 

CESs, such as avoiding repetition of the same case marker, using a topic 

marker for the matri x subject, or utili zing semantic cues on the subject 

NPs. 

Structural ambiguity resolution between MSC and CES is the main issue 

in the following sections, and we will concentrate on the parsabili ty of 

degree 2 and degree 3 embedding since it is intuiti vely clear that degree 4 
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embedding or more lies in an incomprehensible domain. 

4. Parsing Multiple Subjects in Korean 

A series of multiple subject NPs results in either MSC or CES. Gi ven 

that our parser is serial (rather than parallel) and neither MSC nor CES up 

to a certain level produces particular processing difficulty, we should be 

able to show either of the fo llowing: (i) reanalysis from one constlllction to 

the other, if any, can be done in a costless way; (ij) receiving multiple 

subject NPs, the parser builds some stlllcture wh ich is compatible with both 

construction types. Before dealing with such an issue, we will consider the 

general licensing mechanism and stlllcture bui lding procedure necessary for 

the head- final languages. 

4 .1. Inter na l Licensing and Adjunct ion Structure 

Given the results observed thus fa r, the following question naturally 

ari ses: How are the Korean CESs parsed without straining the short terrn 

memory of the parser? Is it possible to assign legitimate stlllcture to a 

seJies of subjects before their corresponding verbs are encountered? The 

answer is positive; a sequence of subjects can be associated with adjunction 

stlllcture immediately by the mechanism of 'internal licensing'. 

4 . 1.1 . Internal Li cens ing in Weinberg (1993) 

Weinberg(l993, 1994) assumes two types of li censing, ex ternal and 

internal licensing. External licensing is characteri zed as assignment of 

grammatical features . For instance, if a verb assigns case to its 

complement, it externally licenses dominance relation between its projection 

and its complement. Casei Theta- role assignment and predication are 

instances of external licensing. 

Meanwhile, internal licensing is concerned about 'creati on' of a category. 

It is characterized as follows: "Internal licensing comes from a feature that 

appears inside a category and signals the category's presence to the 

parser... T he parser can internally license categories on the basis of X - bar 

and case featw-es... .. . The parser can project a maximal projection when it 

sees the head of the phrase. T he head unambiguously signals the category 

type of the projection." (Weinberg 1993) 
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Weinberg claims that in languages like Japanese, a maximal projection 

can be internally licensed in the absence of its head. Such a claim is based 

on the idea that from the unambiguous cOlTelation between the case realized 

on the NP inside a phrase and the phrase that assigns the case, it is 

possible to detect the presence of the latter by looking at the case marking 

on the NI'. This means that a dominance rela tion between a case- marked 

NP and the maximal projection dominating it can be asserted prior to the 

appearance of the verb or (verbal) inflection. In other words, s tructural 

commitment on case-marked NPs can be made incrementally in verb- final 

l anguages .~ 

4.1.2 . Mu ltiple Subjects and Ad junction Structure 

Given the theory of intelllal licensing, it is possible that upon receiving a 

case-marked NP, the parseI' crea tes a relevant maximal projection 

dominating the case-marked NP. Thus, the presence of nominati ve NP is 

enough to tJigger projecting an JP, and the presence of accusati ve NP to 

tJigger projec ting a VP. If there are three nominati ve NPs, it s hould be 

possible to create three JP nodes. The important issue ari sing here is 

whether the three JP nodes can make up a legitimate parse structure. The 

following adjunction s tructure is relevant to that point. 

(16) lnho-nun apeci- ka ton- i ...... 

- Top fa ther-Nom money-Nom 

(]7) JP 

/ 
NPl JP 

/ / 
lnho-nun NP2 JP 

/ / 
apeci- ka NP3 

I 
ton-i 

I See Inoue{\ 99J) and Inoue & Fodor(!994) for empirical arguments for incremental. 
non-del a~' parsing in head- final languages 
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(18) IP 
/ \ 

NPl 

/ 
Inho- nun 

IP 

I \ 
NP2 IP 

/ I 
apeci-ka NP3 

I 
ton-i 

Since it is not possible for a single IP node to immediately dominate 

more than one subject NP, three IP nodes must be created at the moment, 

as seen in (17) or (18). It is (18) rather than (17) which is computed when 

the three subject NPs are received. There is every reason for favoring (IS) 

over (17). Firs t of all, (17) itself is neither grammatical nor complete 

structure. It simply represents the fact that there are three NPs dominated 

by separate IP nodes. On the other hand, (8) is a legitimate structure 

obtained from the current input. As di scussed in the syntactic literature on 

multiple subject constructions or scrambling, IP adjunction is a productive 

grammatical operation in Korean-type languages, and thus it is reasonable 

to postulate an adjunction structure like (]8) at thi s point. Furthemlore, (8) 

can be considered as the minimal s tructure: As will be shown in section 4.2 

and 4.3, a parse structure like (]8) can be associated with more than one 

type of construction via simple 'structure addition'. That is, a costly 

procedure such as structure deletion or alteration is not necessary for 

deriving the constructions involving multiple subject NPs from (]8). 

4 .1. 3. The Psychological Reality of Adjunction St ructure 

There is s upporting evidence for positing IP adjunction structure to deal 

with multiple subjects. Let us first consider a sentence beginning with 

multiple objects. 

(]9) # [Inho-luJ [hyengsa-Iul [haksayng-ul koyongha-n swulcipj-ey 

- Acc detective- Acc s tudent- Acc employed-ReI bar-to 

teyliko ka- n yecaj-eykey sokaysikye cwu-nj kes-un 

took-ReI woman-to introduced- ReI thing- Top 

palo v.ruli sensayngnim iessta 

just our teacher was 
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'It was our teacher who introduced Inho to the woman who took the 

detective to the bar where students were employed. ' 

The sequence of three accusative-marked NPs in (]9) leads to parsing 

breakdown: Severe processing difficulty is detected at the point of 

encountering the third accusative NP. Notice that (19) is not intrinsically 

complex enough to lead to parsing breakdown: If we separate the 

sentence- initial objects by scrambling them, the sentence becomes parsable. 

as seen in the following. 

(19 ') [[[haksayng- ul koyongha-n swulcip]-ey hyengsa-Iul 

student-Ace employed- Rei bar- to detecti ve-Ace 

teyliko ka-n yeca] - eykey Inho-Iul sokaysikye cwu-n] kes-un 

took-Rei woman- to Acc in troduced- Rei thing- Top 

palo wuli sensayngnim iessta 

just our teacher was 

'It was our teacher who introduced Inho to the woman who took the 

detecti ve to the bar where s tudents were employed.' 

Returning to (9), its processing difficulty can be attlibuted to the lack of 

grammatical s tructure assignable to the series of multiple objects: Unlike 

the case of multiple subjects, which can be associated with adjunction 

structure immediately , there is simply no legitimate structure for multiple 

objects. 

The contrast between multiple subjects and multiple objects strongly 

suggests that the garden path status of a sentence can be determined by 

whether it is possible to assign grammatical structure to the input s tring at 

each parse stage. In thi s respect, the lack of processing difficulty with 

multiple subjects can be a good argument for the psychological reality of IP 

adjunction structure for the multiple subjects. 

4.2. Ambiguity Resolution: - Multiple Subjects vs . Center-embedding 

Thi s section provides detailed arguments for the necessi ty of adjunction 

structure (]S) in tel111S of maintaining non- delay parsing and solving the 

problem of indetemlinacy between CES and MSC. Provided that neither 

MSC nor CES involving the same number of subject NPs causes particular 

processing difficulty, a selial parser must be able to compute (partial) 
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structure for a sequence of s ubjects compatible with both IvISC and CES.5 

Let us consider whether OS) is such s tructure. 

(20) I\ Iina - nun rakhonca- ka ton- i manhta 

-Top fiance-Nom money-Nom is plenty 

'Mina is such a person that her fiance is rich .' 

(20) is a so-called multiple s ubject construction. S ince 'manhta' (is plenty) 

is a one place predicate, it licenses only the lowest subject, 'ton- i'( money). 

Let us assume that the higher subjects are licensed by recursive predication 

relations such as u'yakhonca'(fiance) is s uch a person who has a lot of 

money" and "Mina is such a person whose fiance is lich". Then it becomes 

clear that in Korean, the appearance of a subject NP does not guarantee the 

presence of its corresponding verb. Given thi s and the notion of minimal 

s tructure bui lding6, it is natural that when the parser receives a selies of 

subjects, it computes structure like ( IS) rather than a full clausal structure 

conta ining VP as well as lP, since a VP node under IP is potentially 

unnecessary. When only one predicate is received after computing Os), the 

parser can complete constituent structure building by creating VP3/ V3 node 

and attaching them under the lowest IP node, as in the following. <Details 

of the phrase structure which are not di rectly relevant to the current issue 

are omitted below.) 

.; It is not the case that any series of 3 subjects can lead to a triple subject 
construction: As observed in the s~'ntactic literature, multiple subject constructions are 
not allowed when so-called inalienable possession relation does not hold among the 
subject NPs. It is not evident whether inalienable possession relation can be 
considered as a syntactic notion, since such relation is not observed in some multiple 
subject constructions and semantic or pragmatic factors seem responsible for allowing 
multiple subject constructions in that case. The parser ma~' be sensitive to the 
inalienable possession relation and hence pursue onl~" one structural possibilit~ ·, i. e., 
center-embedded structure. when inalienable possession relation doesn't hold among 
the subjects. This, however, doesn't affect our argument since the parser has to deal 
with the issue of structural ambiguity resolution any way when it receives a series 
of subjects in inalienable possession relation. 

6 'l\ linimal s tructure' can be defined as a structure constructed by using the fewest 
nodes. The idea of minimal structure building was first formalized by the principle of 
l\linimal Attachment in Frazier(978) and Frazier & Fodor(] 978). and man~' parsing 
theories have shared the intui tion behind the principle. See GOITell(l995) and 
Weinberg(993) for the related issues on minimal stnlcture building. 
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(20') IP 

/ \ 
NPl IP 

/ / \ 
Mina-nun NV2 

/ 
yakhonca - ka 

IP 

/ \ 
NP3 

I 
VP3 

I 
ton-i V3 

I 
manhta 
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i\'leanwhile, if more than one verb is received after the computation of 

(18) , a center-embedded sentence wi ll result. as in the fo llowing. 

(21) i\'lina-nun [yakhonca-ka [ton-i manhta-ko] calagha-nun 

- Top fiance- Nom money-Nom is plenty-Comp boast-Comp 

kes-ul] mosmattanghay hayessta 

thing-Ace didn't like 

'Mi na didn't like her fiance's boast about being rich.' 

Let us consider each parse stage for (:21). The lowest predicate 

'manhta-ko', which triggers projecting VP3 node, is attached under VP3, as 

in (20'), Note that 'manhta-ko' is identi fied as an embedded verb by its 

verbal mOlTlhology containing a complementizer and hence the parser 

expects a higher verb. Upon receiving 'calangha-nun', the parser creates 

VP2 node and attaches it under the next IP node, as in (21 ') below. Finally, 

the matrix verb 'mosmattanghay hayessta', which triggers projecting VPl 

node, is attached under the highest IP node, as in (21" ). 
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(21 ') IP 

(21" ) 

/ \ 
NPl 

/ / 
j\'Iina-nun NP2 

/ 

IP 

\ 
VP2 

/ \ 
yakhonca-ka IP V 

/ \ I 
NP3 VP3 calangha-

I I 
ton - i V 

I 
manhta 

IP 

/ \ 
NPl VPl 

/ / \ 
Mina-nun IP V 

\ / 
NP2 

/ 
yakhonca-ka 

/ 
NP3 

I 
ton- i 

\ 
VP2 

/ 
IP 

\ 
VP3 

I 
V 

I 

mosmattanghay hayessta 

\ 
V 

I 
calangha-

manhta 

The deri vation from (20') to (21" ) is an instance of structure addition. 

As proposed by Gon ell (995) and Weinberg(l994 ), among others, reanalysis 

amounting to s tructure additi on is unconscious, and hence (21) can be 

parsed without conscious difficulty. 

One remark on the above analysis is in order. In order for s tructure (1 8) 

to be compatible with both (20) and (21) in the later stage, the IP nodes in 

Os) must not be assigned (different) indices at the moment, given that IP 

adjunction in a multiple subject con truction does not crea te a dis tinct IP 
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node. We assume that the IP nodes in (18) are not assigned any index at 

the moment and by the time each IP is associated with a predicate, a 

unique index is assigned. 

4.3. The Number of Predicates and the Attachment Decision 

We can expect that by the same logic as the above, 4 subject NPs wi ll 

result in a degree 3 CES or a quadruple subject construction. Meanwhile, 

the s tructure of CES can be different from what has been observed thus 

far if the number of predicates is not the same as that of subjects. Below 

we consider how the parser makes deci sion on the attachment of the verb 

in that case. 

4.3. 1. 3 Subjects and 2 Predicates 
Consider the fo llowing example, where two predicates follow three subject 

NPs. 

(22) Mina- nun yakhonca-ka ton- i manhta-ko calanghayssta 

- Top fiance-Nom money- Nom is plenty-Comp boasted 

'Mina boasted of hi s fiance's being lich.' 

(22) can be considered to involve one degree of embedding. Notice that 

it also exhibits some properties of MSC; 'yakhonca-ka ton- i manhta' (fiance 

is such a person whose money is plenty) constitutes one clausal unit, even 

though it includes two subject NPs. 

Let us consider the computation of the sentential structure for (22) step 

by step. The initial predicate 'manhta'(is plenty) is associated with the 

nearest subject 'ton- i'(money). In fact , there is no other possibi lity of 

attaching 'manhta', since if it is attached as a predicate for the higher 

subject, then 'ton-i ' cannot but lack its cOITesponding predicate, which IS 

neither a permissible nor grammatical structure. 

Meanwhile, for the second predicate 'calanghayssta'(boasted), which occurs 

at the sentence-final position, more than one possible attachment si te 

appears to be available: It can be attached either as the predicate for 

'yakhonca- ka' (fiance) or as the matrix predicate. In the latter case, the 

second subject NP 'yakhonca-ka' will be without its cOITesponding verb. 

Notice that such a case amounts to computing a structure in which a 

double subject construction is embedded as the complement clause of 
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'calang hayssta ', as seen in the following. 

(23) Mina-nun [IP yakhonca-ka [IP ton- i manhta-ko)) calanghayssta 

-Top fi ance- Nom money-Nom is plenty-Comp boas ted 

'Mna boasted of his fiance's being rich.' 

Meanwhile , when 'calanghayssta' IS a ttached as the predicate for 

'yakhonca-ka', the matrix subj ect lacks its corresponding verb. This results 

in a rather peculiar structure such as the following, in which the presumed 

matri x subject is no more a subject in a stlict sense. 

(24) Mina-nun [IP yakhonca-ka [Ip ton- i manh ta-ko] calanghayssta] 

- Top fiance-Nom money- Nom is plentr - Comp boasted 

'As for Mina, her fiance boasted of being rich.' 

It is worth noting that (24) is not a fully acceptable sentence in the 

respect that a non-subject topic (or a pelipheral topic ) in Korean hardly 

co-occurs with a comment clause whose predicate is characteri zed as 

[activity] 01- [accompli shment] verb, following the paradigm of verb aspect 

after Dowty 19797 The unnatural or unacceptable s tatus of such topic 

constructions becomes clearer when the predicate of the construction 

triggers honorific agreement, as in the following. 

I See Suh(l992, 1994) and references cited there for the distribution and restrictions 
on Korean topic constructions. In the previous syntactic literature, the feature 
[+stative]/ [- stativel has often been used for accounting for the acceptability of 
mul tiple subject constructions or peripheral topic constructions. However. as an 
anonymous reviewer pointed out, the notion of [stativel sometimes incorrectly predicts 
the possibility of those constructions. Consider the following. 

(i) Inho- nun ecey apeci- kkeyse tolakasiessta 
-Top yesterday fa ther- Nom(Hon) died(Hon) 

'As for Inho, his father died yesterday.' 

Here, 'ecey tolakasiessta'(died ~'esterday) can hardly be regarded as a [+stativel 
predicate. Rather, it should be included in the [achievement] verbs. The overall 
distribution of the multiple subject constructions or peripheral topic constructions 
appears to suggest that [achievement] verbs pattern with [stative] verbs in terms of 
the acceptability of those constructions. This in turn suggests that the notion of 
(achievementl. (accomplishment], and [activity] as well as (stative] is necessary for 
dealing with the above data. 
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(25) #ku ai-nun apeci- kkeyse ton- i manh(usilta-ko 

the kid- Top father-Nom(Hon) money-Nom is plenty(Hon)-Comp 

calangha-si -essta 

boast- Hon-past 

'As for the kid, hi s father boasted of being lich,' 
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The unacceptability of (25) due to the honOlifi c marker 'si' on the verb 

'calangha-' seems evident from the fact that we can make the sentence 

fu lly acceptable by deleting the honOli fic marker 's i' , This phenomenon is 

interpreted in the following way: When 's i-' appears, it always tliggers 

agreement with its cOlTesponding subject. and in thi s case, the relevant 

subject should be 'apeci'( father ), s ince 'ai'( kid) or 'ton' (money) is not 

compatible with [+ Honorificl predicate, The unacceptability of (25), however, 

suggests that by a certain condi tion, [+ HonOlific] predicate 'calangha-si

ess- ta' was forced to be linked to [-HonOlificl subject. i, e .. the matlix 

subject 'ku ai - nun ', The condition forcing such linking seems to be directly 

related to whether the predicate is [+stativell [+achievement] or not: As 

mentioned earlier, a non-subject topic in Korean rarely takes a comment 

clause whose predicate is not [+stativell [+achievementl 

The observations made thus far suggest that the final predicate of a topic 

construction must be linked to the matri x subject when it is neither 

[+stative] nor [+achievementl. Recall that it is a natural assumption that the 

final IXedicate is linked to the matrix subject, especia ll y when the number 

of subjects is the same as that of predicates, If the number between the 

two is not the same, it is possible that the final predicate is not associated 

with the matrix subject. Still , such an association is a llowed only when the 

final predicate is [+stati ve] or [+achievementl, as seen in the fo llowing, 

(25') ku ai- nun [apeci - kkeyse 

the kid- Top father- Nom(Hon) 

silcik hasiessta] 

lost the job(Hon) 

[hoysa - ka happyengtoy-myensel 

company-Nom be merged-as 

'Speaking of the kid, hi s father became jobless as the company (he 

had been working for) was merged with another company,' 

ote that (25') is different from (23)-(25) in the re pect that the 

embedded clause is not a complement clause of the final predicate, Such a 

difference is rather expected, since [+stativel or [+achi evement] verbs in 
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general don't take a complement clause. Provided that the infomlation on 

the stativeness of the verb and the type of the embedded clause is available 

when the parser makes the attachment decision, the problem of 

indeterminacy will not arise in attaching the final predicate. Notice that the 

parser doesn't have much pressure for that attachment any way since the 

predicate at issue, being the final word of the sentence. is not likely to 

bring the burden of backtracking. 

To recapitulate, no matter what the number of predicates is. the parser 

can compute sentential structure for an input string beginning with tlu-ee 

subject NPs: If it receives only one predicate. then a triple subject 

construction will result. Receiving three predicates, it will build a degree 2 

CES. Receiving two predicates, it will decide the ul timate structure based 

on the infol111ation such as the stativeness of the final predicate. 

4 .3. 2 . 4 Subjects and 3 Predi cates 

Let us tWl1 to the case where a series of four subject NPs starts the 

sentence. We can expect a quadruple subject construction when only one 

predicate is received, as in (26) below. Meanwhile, when four predicates are 

received, a degree 3 CES such as (27) wi ll result. 

(26) Kim paksa-nun 

Dr. Kim-Top 

manhta 

is plenty 

maknay ttal- j yakhonca- ka 

youngest daughter-Nom fiance-Nom 

yusan- i 

i nheri tance- Nom 

'Dr. Kim is such a person whose youngest daughter has a fiance 

who has lots of inheritance.' 

(27) Kim paksa-nun [maknay ttal - i [yakhonca - ka [yusan-i 

Dr. Kim-Top youngest daughter- Nom fiance-Nom inheri tance- Nom 

manhta-ko) calangha-m- ul) silhehanta- ko) sayngkakhayssta 

is plenty-Comp boast-Gerund- Acc hate- Comp thought 

'Dr. Kim thought that hi s youngest daughter didn ' t like her fiance's 

boast about hi s inheri tance.' 

Constituent structure building for (26) and (27) can be done 

straightforwardly as we have seen from the case of triple subject 

constructions and degree 2 CESs. However, when only three predicates are 

received as in (28) below, there seems to be a severe problem of 
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indetenninacy.8 

maknay ttal-i yakhonca-ka yusan- i (28) Kim paksa-nun 

Dr. Kim- Top youngest daughter-Nom fiance-Nom inheritance-Nom 

manhta-ko calangha-m-uJ silhehayssta 

is plenty-Comp boast-Genmd-Acc hated 

'Dr. Kim didn't like his youngest daughter· s boast about her fiance' s 

inheritance. ' 

After the initial predicate 'manhta-ko' is attached under the JP node 

dominating the fourth subject 'yusan- i', the attachment si te for the next 

verb 'calangha-m' should be decided. Logically it can be linked to either the 

second or the third subject NP. (It cannot be associated with the initial 

subject NP since it contains verbal morphology '-m', which is Cl signal that 

it is not a matl;x verb. ) Recall that at the moment when 'calangha-m' is 

received. the parser doesn't know whether the sentence will tUI11 out to be 

a degree 3 CES like (27) or not. Crucially, the attachment of 'calangha-m' 

is contingent upon what the ultimate structure is between (27) and (28) . 

Nevertheless, the parser can't utilize such crucial infol111ation when making 

deci sion, given that it doesn't have a lookahead device. Therefore, it cannot 

but take a guess, unless there is a good reason to choose one over the 

other. Suppose that 'calangha-m' is attached under the IP node dominating 

the third subject 'yakhonca-ka ', as in (29) below. Note that, after such an 

attachment, reanalysis will be required if the sentence turns out not to be a 

degree 3 CES, as in (28). In that case, (29) must be revised so that a 

structure such as (29') below can be obtained. 

1; One remark on the acceptability of (26), (27) and (28) is in order. Those who are 
somehow familiar with multiple subject construction regard (26) as unproblematic, 
while those who are not appear to consider it unacceptable. It seems that such 
discrepancy is not a matter of parsability, but a matter of whether multiple subject 
construction is registered in the speaker's dialect. For (27), some informants have 
little trouble understanding it, whereas others find it problematic or incomprehensible. 
Informants showed similar reaction toward (28). although some informants pointed out 
that (28) is slightly easier to understand than (27). If we disregard such slight 
difference of comprehensibi lity. then it seems plausible to consider that both (27) and 
(28) are potential garden path for the following reason: Even in the case where the 
speaker appears to have little problem with understanding (27) or (28), still it doesn't 
seem to be an easy task for the speaker to answer the Questions like "Who 
boasted?" or "Who hates boasting?" after listening to (27) or (28). 
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(29) IP 
/ \ 

NPl IP 
/ / \ 

Kim paksa-nun NP.2 IP 
/ / \ 

maknay ttal- j NP3 VP3 

/ / \ 
yakhonca - ka IP V3 

/ \ \ 
NP4 VP4 calangha-m 

I I 
yusan- l V4 

I 
manhta 

(29') IP 
/ \ 

NPl 

/ 
Kim paksa-nun 

/ 
NP2 

/ 

IP 
\ 

VP2 

/ \ 
maknay ttal- j IP V2 

/ \ \ 
NP3 IP calangha-m 

/ / \ 
yakhonca- ka NP4 

/ 
VP4 

yusan- i 

\ 
V4 

I 
manhta 

Let us compare the initia lly computed stlllcture (29) with the revised 

stlllcture (29'), which is a necessary parse stage toward the ultimate 

stlllcture of sentence (28). The transition from (29) to (29') cannot but 

involve deleting previously computed nodes such as VP3 and V3. A s 

proposed by the recent parsing theories assuming reanalysis component of 

the parser, reanalysis amounting to stlllcture deletion creates conscious 
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processing difficulty. Therefore, it is possible that sentences like (~) lead to 

parsing breakdown. In other words, if a sequence of four subject NPs ends 

up with three predicates, a garden path can result. 

It is possible that the parser computes (29') rather than (29) when it 

decides the attachment site for the second verb 'ca langha-m' in example 

(28). In that case, reanalysis won' t be necessary and the COlTcct sentence 

structure for (28) can be computed. However, computing structure (:29') at 

the moment when the second verb is received can result in garden path if 

the whole sentence turns out to be a degree 3 CES such as (:27): In order 

to bui ld a sentential structure amounting to degree 3 center embedding, it 

becomes necessary to revise (29') so that structure (29) can be obtained. 

The transition from (29 ') to (29) necessarily involves deleting previously 

computed nodes such as VP2 and V2, and hence creates garden pat h. ~) 

The above situation is clearly contrasted with the previous case where 

three subjects are followed by two predicates , as in (:22), repeated here as 

(30). 

~ The above situation could be more complicated when we consider the case where 
an empty subject appears in the embedded clause, as in the following. 

(j) Kim paksa- nun maknay ttal- i yakhonca-ka 
Or. Kim- Top ~'oungest daughter-Nom fi ance- Nom 

~ 'usnn- i 

inheritance- Nom 
manhta- ko calangha- nrul silhehanta-ko malha\'ssta 
is plenty-Camp boast- Gerund- Acc hated- Comp said 

(ia) 'Dr. Kim said that his ~roungest daughter doesn't like her fiance's boast about his 
inheritance. ' 

Gb) 'Or. Kim said that he doesn't like his youngest daughter' s boast about her 
fiance's inheritance.' 

(j) can be associated with two different interpretations, depending on whether an 
empty subject coreferential with the matrix subject is posited. With nn empty 
subj ect postulated as in Gb), the predicate attachment cannot be done in an usual 
way in the sense that although the number of the verbs is the same as that of 
the subjects in (i), the parser should not link the third subjec t 'yakhonca' (fiance) 
to an\' verb. Whether degree 2 CESs will undergo similar kind of difficult~, when 
an empty subject appears is an interesting Question. ~rom the informants' 
responses, it seems that such difficult~· in degree 2 CESs, if an~·. is much less 
severe. See Suh(in progress) for the details on the garden path in CESs with 
empty subjects. 
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(30) l'VIina- nun yakhonca-ka ton- i manhta- ko calanghayssta 

-Top fiance-Nom money-Nom is plenty-Comp boasted 

'Mina boasted of his fi ance's being rich .' 

Attachment deci sion for the two predicates in (30) can be made without 

any complication, and no garden path results. In fact , it has been pointed 

out that a sentence beginning with three subject NPs does not create 

particular processing difficulty, no matter what the number of predicates is . 

To recapitulate, the parser may have to undergo costly reanalysis. i. e., 

s tructure deleti on, with a sequence of 4 subjects, but not wi th 3 subjects. 

Crucially, this contrast can provide some conceptual ground for the empirical 

evidence discussed in 3.3. Given multiple subject NPs, there must be some 

strategy or plinciple by which the parser can choose from more than one 

structural possibili ty so that the structural ambiguity between various levels 

of center-embedding can be resolved without being garden pathed. The idea 

of minimal structure building or maximal satisfaction of grammatical 

requirements is usually employed for ambiguity resolution. However, the 

structural ambigui ty with 4 subject NPs may not be resolved by such 

strategies: The choice between (29) and (29'), for instance, cannot be made 

based on the idea of minimal structure building or so. T his can be a huge 

burden to the parser, and hence the reason for classi fying such structure as 

potential garden path. 

4.4. Summary 

Arguably, the difference between 3 subjects and 4 subjects can be one of 

the motivations by which we can draw a line between presence and 

absence of processing overload in CESs. As discussed earlier, the 

experimental results from Rosenbaum & Kim (976), Suh(] 994) , and 

Hagstrom & Rhee(l997) indicated that, even though the acceptability of 

CESs can be influenced by various factors, degree 2 CESs are general ly 

parsable but degree 3 CESs can be problematic. We have seen that a 

sequence of 4 subjects, but not 3 subjects, is burdensome to the parser 

since it can lead to garden path, depending on the number of predicates in 

the sentence. Obviously, there is not a reliable strategy or principle to 

which the parser can commit itself in making decision for the predicate 

attachment, and hence a series of 4 subjects naturally belongs in the 

domain of potentia l parsing breakdown. 
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5. Concluding Remarks 

In thi s paper, we initially observed the properties of CES in Eng li sh and 

Korean. It was pointed out that CESs in Korean are different from those in 

Eng li sh in the respect that center embedding results from observing the 

basic word order of verb-fi nal languages and does not involve syntactic 

chain fomlation . Then we examined Gibson's Thematic Interpretation theory 

and pointed out that it cannot account for the core Korean data. 

The inapplicability of Gibson's theory to Korean is rather expected from 

the fol lowing conceptual ground: Given that incrementality is also observed 

in parsing head-final languages. constituent stllJcture processing prior to the 

appearance of the verb is necessitated in parsing Korean. Therefore, before 

fulfill ing Theta or case requirement, first- pass processing should be done. 

This means that those grammatical requirements are considered only IJ1 

terrns of confimling the already computed stnKture, and hence not able to 

play a major role in detemlining whether processing overload effects are 

caused. 

Whi le degree 2 CESs in Eng li sh lead to complete parsing breakdown. 

those in Korean are not problematic. As for degree 3 CESs in Korean, 

processing overload effects can be observed, mainly because s tllJctural 

ambiguity resolution between various levels of embedding is burdensome 

with a series of 4 subjects due to the lack of reliable strategy for making 

attachment deci sion for the predicates. This phenomenon leads to the 

dichotomy between parsable and problematic CESs, i. e., between 3 subjects 

and 4 subjects. 
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